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If recent elections are anything to go by, turnout numbers are no indication of which way the 

mandate is swinging. Conventional wisdom has been that high turnout numbers correspond to an anti-

incumbency effect, and indeed, a sudden spurt in voting numbers could indicate a wave in a particular 

direction. But with voter turnouts, especially among the poor, going up significantly in recent years across 

India, changes in turnout numbers offer little by way of explaining the outcome. The drop in voter turnout in 

Punjab from 77.4% in 2017 to 71.92% in 2022, however, indicates a certain frustration with the polity in the 

State. In the last few months, there have been drastic changes in the party system following the removal of 

Captain Amarinder Singh from the Chief Minister’s post, his leaving the Congress and joining hands with his 

erstwhile arch-enemy, the BJP. The anger over the farm laws that were later repealed, was felt the most in 

rural Punjab and the farm agitations against the Centre’s policies should have provided a viable path for the 

ruling Congress to succeed. But the infighting within the Congress and its belated but logical promotion of 

incumbent Charanjit Singh Channi as the “chief ministerial” candidate complicated matters for the ruling 

party. Reports from the ground suggested that the Aam Aadmi Party was also able to capitalise on the 

general resentment with the two national parties and the Shiromani Akali Dal, but the fragmentation of the 

polity and a general lack of clarity among them over the issues that have affected the electorate seems to 

have dampened voter enthusiasm in the State.  

In the third phase of polling in 59 seats in central Uttar Pradesh, the voter turnout was 60.46%, 

marginally lower than the 62% voting in 2017 in the same seats. As with the earlier phases, there were a 

higher number of voters in rural areas compared to cities, a case in point being Kanpur city which registered 

only a 56.14% turnout. With identity politics, welfare and patronage dominating the narrative of the elections 

here, urban voters seemed less enthused compared to their rural brethren perhaps because of the lack of an 

adequate emphasis on civic issues in the political discourse. That said, ground reports from the three phases 

have indicated a closer contest in comparison to 2017 when the BJP had a field day sweeping district after 

district in the Assembly polls. Except in Bundelkhand, there has been enough of a wind behind the sails of the 

Opposition — the Samajwadi Party-led coalition in particular — and the high pitched third phase campaigns 

in the potato-growing areas are an indication that the election is not done and dusted. The relatively peaceful 

nature of the polls and the centering of socio-economic issues rather than religious identity bodes well for 

the next four phases of voting in India’s most populous State. 

 

 turnout (noun) – participation, attendance. 

(Voter turnout refers to the number or 

percentage of eligible voters who cast their 

ballots).  

 fragmented (adjective) – divided, splintered, 

disintegrated, fractured. 

 polity (noun) – a politically organized society. 

 depress (verb) – reduce, lower, diminish, slow 

down, slow up. 

 go by (phrasal verb) – follow, obey, abide by, 

comply with. 

 mandate (noun) – approval, acceptance, 

endorsement, authority (given by a constituency 

to someone acting as its representative). 

 swing (verb) – oscillate, change, shift. 

 conventional wisdom (phrase) – received 

wisdom, common knowledge, accepted ideas (as 

true), popular belief (which may be 

questionable). 

 correspond (verb) – represent, symbolize, signify, 

indicate. 

 anti-incumbency (noun) – a situation which is 

against elected officials currently in power; 

discontent against ruling government/ party in 

power. 

 indeed (adverb) – in fact, actually, undeniably. 

 spurt (noun) – sudden increase, rise, surge. 

 go up (phrasal verb) – rise, increase. 

 by way of (phrase) – as a form of, by means of, 

as a reason. 

 outcome (noun) – result. 

 drop (noun) – decrease, reduction, decline. 

 drastic (adjective) – extreme, serious, desperate, 

substantial. 

 join hands (phrase) – work together with. 

 erstwhile (adjective) – old, previous, former, 

then. 

 arch-enemy (noun) – archfoe, nemesis, 

adversary, antagonist, enemy, foe, hostile, 

opponent. 

 repeal (verb) – invalidate, reverse, cancel, nullify, 

revoke. 
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 agitation (noun) – (public) protest. 

 viable (adjective) – reasonable, practical, logical, 

sensible, effective. 

 succeed (verb) – achieve success, be successful. 

 infighting (noun) – (internal/hidden) dissent, 

dispute, strife, contention, conflict, friction, 

difference of opinion, disagreement. 

 belated (adjective) – late, behind time, not on 

time/delayed. 

 promotion (noun) – elevation. 

 incumbent (adjective) – current, existing, 

present. 

 ground (noun) – a place/area where things are 

practically happening. 

 capitalise on (verb) – take advantage of, use, 

make use of, benefit from. 

 resentment (noun) – bitterness, indignation, 

irritation, displeasure, dissatisfaction, 

discontentment. 

 fragmentation (noun) – breaking, separation, 

splintering, disintegration. 

 lack (noun) – absence, unavailability, non-

existence. 

 electorate (noun) – all the people who entitled 

to vote in an election. 

 dampen (verb) – decrease, diminish/lessen, 

reduce. 

 enthusiasm (noun) – eagerness, excitement, 

interest, passion, zeal. 

 case in point (phrase) – example, instance, case, 

exemplar, occasion. 

 identity (noun) – a social category, a set of 

persons marked by a label and distinguished by 

rules deciding membership and (alleged) 

characteristic features or attributes; individuality, 

character, originality. 

 identity politics (plural noun) – it is also called as 

identitarian politics, refers to political positions 

based on the interests and perspectives of social 

groups with which people identify. Identity 

politics is when people of a particular race, 

ethnicity, gender, or religion form alliances and 

organize politically to defend their group’s 

interests. 

 welfare (noun) – social security, 

government/state benefit, public/government 

assistance. 

 patronage (noun) – support, backing, protection. 

 narrative (noun) – a representation of a 

particular situation; portrayal/account. 

 enthuse (verb) – motivate, inspire, excite, 

encourage. 

 brethren (plural noun) – people of a particular 

community/group. 

 perhaps (adverb) – maybe, possibly. 

 emphasis (noun) – importance, significance; 

priority, insistence. 

 civic (adjective) – government, public, 

community, local. 

 discourse (noun) – discussion, conversation, 

communication, expression. 

 that said (phrase) – in spite of everything, in 

spite of that, nonetheless, even so, however. 

 ground report (noun) – the report from the 

ground (a particular area/place where an 

activity/work really happens). 

 in comparison (phrase) – when compared, 

comparatively, by comparison, proportionately. 

 have a field day (phrase) – to utilize a golden 

chance/opportunity to do something you enjoy. 

 sweep (verb) – win all (constituency); win each 

one of the constituency. 

 a wind behind the sails (phrase) – to make 

someone feel more confident to do something; 

to get support for someone/something. 

 coalition (noun) – alliance, union, partnership. 

 in particular (phrase) – particularly, specifically, 

especially. 

 high pitched (adjective) – shrill, acute, sharp, 

high. 

 campaign (noun) – canvassing, electioneering, an 

act of soliciting (asking for/requesting) votes; an 

organized effort that seeks to influence the 

decision-making progress within a specific group. 

 be done and dusted (phrase) – completed, 

finished, prepared, organized. 

 relatively (adverb) – to a certain degree, to a 

certain extent, partly, partially, in some measure, 

comparatively, moderately, a little, somewhat. 

 centre (verb) – focus, concentrate.  

 socio-economic (noun) – relating to the 

interaction of social (position, rank, or 

importance) and economic (income, pay, and 

wealth) aspects. 

 rather than (phrase) – instead of. 

 religious identity (noun) – religious identity 

refers to how individuals develop their personal 

sense of religious and/or spiritual identity over 

the course of their lifetimes.  
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 bode well/ill (verb) – augur, indicate, portend (a 

good/bad outcome). 

 populous (adjective) – densely populated. 

************************************************************************************* 

 

India’s twin sweeps at 3-0 each against the West Indies in the ODI series and the subsequent 

Twenty20I clashes augur well. Under Rohit Sharma, the host’s white-ball cricket proved far too superior to 

the men from the Caribbean. Scores were astutely defended, targets were successfully chased as India 

weaved a winning arc stretching from Ahmedabad’s massive Narendra Modi Stadium to Kolkata’s hallowed 

Eden Gardens. It was a welcome balm for a unit that was smarting under the defeats suffered in the previous 

South Africa tour in which both the Test and ODI series were lost. Those overseas setbacks, Virat Kohli’s 

resignation from Test captaincy and the inevitable distraction of the recent Indian Premier League’s mega-

auction, were all pushed to the back-burner as Rohit’s men prevailed over Kieron Pollard’s troops. The results 

may be about the here and now but they do have a larger consequence as this is also an exercise to build 

sharp limited-overs squads for the ICC Twenty20 World Cup scheduled in Australia during October and 

November and the ICC World Cup to be held in India next year. For all its consistency in cricket across 

formats, India last won its significant ICC silverware through the 2013 Champions Trophy in England and it 

remains a sobering fact. Rohit now has the unenviable task of replicating the title-winning template that M.S. 

Dhoni specialised in. 

From the ODIs in Ahmedabad to the Twenty20Is in Kolkata, India found diverse heroes. Speedster 

Prasidh Krishna, who was named the player of the series in the ODI leg, caught the eye with his nine wickets. 

And in batting, Suryakumar Yadav topped India’s run-chart with an aggregate of 104. Even without injured 

all-rounders Ravindra Jadeja and Hardik Pandya, the host got its poise right as Rishabh Pant lent balance. 

Shreyas Iyer struck an 80 in the lone ODI he played and the new middle-order, revolving around Kohli, found 

its feet. In the Twenty20Is, India built on the confidence gleaned from the ODI series win. Suryakumar 

prospered while rookies like Venkatesh Iyer and Ishan Kishan had their moments. Seamer Harshal Patel 

found his mark and India’s pace arsenal found another arrow. India ticked most of the boxes, even if the 

opposition, despite the odd flicker, offered no challenge. Going through a transition, the West Indies is 

building afresh under veteran Pollard. Batter Nicholas Pooran offered sustenance while a few others showed 

the odd spark, but that was not enough. In 1983 after losing the World Cup to Kapil Dev’s men, Clive Lloyd’s 

men landed in India seeking vengeance. The Test series was won 3-0 and the ODIs at 5-0. That West Indian 

swagger remains a distant memory while India aims to carve its own distinct winning quotient. 

 

 blow away (phrasal verb) – defeat 

decisively/emphatically. 

 sweep (noun) – victory, win (all games in a 

contest). 

 too good for someone (phrase) – if someone is 

too good for someone else, the first person is far 

too superior to the second person (when 

compared). 

 at the helm (phrase) – in charge, in 

command/control/authority; in the driving seat. 

 helm (noun) – leadership, captaincy, in charge, in 

command, in authority. 

 subsequent (adjective) – following, ensuing, 

succeeding, successive. 

 clash (noun) – contest, tournament, match. 

 augur well (verb) – bode, indicate, portend (a 

good outcome). 

 white-ball cricket (noun) – limited-overs cricket 

matches (ODIs and T20s);  These matches that 

usually require the team batting second to play 

their innings under floodlights. Under these 

conditions a white ball is easier to see than a red 

one. 

 far too (phrase) – way too, much too. 

 superior (noun) – better, finer, more skilful, 

accomplished.  

 astutely (adverb) – cleverly, brilliantly. 

 defend (verb) – justify, vindicate, support, 

uphold, back. 

 weave (verb) – work ones way. 

 arc (noun) – a (curving) trajectory, path. 

 stretch (verb) – extend, continue (over a period 

of time). 

 hallowed (adjective) – revered, reverenced, 

venerated, honoured, sacred, divine. 
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 balm (noun) – relief, comfort, ease, consolation, 

cheer, solace. 

 smart (verb) – feel annoyed, feel upset, feel 

aggrieved, feel hurt, feel wounded, feel 

resentful. 

 overseas (adjective) – foreign (country). 

 setback (noun) – problem, difficulty, issue. 

 inevitable (adjective) – unavoidable, 

unpreventable, certain. 

 league (noun) – championship, competition, 

contest. 

 back burner (noun) – delayed consideration of 

an action; A state of being postponed, deferred 

or given lower priority. 

 prevail (verb) – win, triumph, be victorious, 

succeed, prove superior, conquer.  

 troop (noun) – unit, team, group. 

 here and now (phrase) – now, at the moment, at 

present, right now, at the present time. 

 consequence (noun) – result, outcome, 

ramification, repercussion. 

 exercise (noun) – activity, task/work, 

assignment. 

 squad (noun) – team. 

 schedule (verb) – arrange, organize, plan. 

 consistency (noun) – constancy, stability, 

regularity. 

 silverware (noun) – trophy/cup made of silver. 

 sobering (adjective) – serious/sensible, 

thoughtful; logical/realistic, pragmatic. 

 unenviable (adjective) – difficult, painful, 

undesirable, unpleasant. 

 replicate (verb) – emulate, recreate, reproduce, 

copy. 

 template (noun) – model, pattern. 

 diverse (adjective) – very different, varying, 

various, multiple. 

 speedster (noun) – fast bowler, seamer. 

 leg (noun) – part, stage, phase, segment. 

 catch someone’s eye (phrase) – to attract/draw 

one’s attention; be noticed by someone. 

 aggregate (noun) – the total run/score of a 

player. 

 poise (noun) – balance, equilibrium, control, 

position, presence. 

 get something right (phrase) – to do or 

understand something accurately/correctly. 

 find one’s feet (phrase) – adapt, become 

accustomed, adjust, get used. 

 build on (phrasal verb) – expand on, enlarge on, 

develop, enhance. 

 glean (verb) – obtain, get, take, gather. 

 prosper (verb) – do well, fare well. 

 rookie (noun) – novice, starter, beginner, 

newcomer. 

 have one’s moments (phrase) – have better & 

impressive, (short) periods. 

 find/make one’s mark (phrase) – be successful, 

succeed, gain success, prosper, make good, 

achieve recognition, attain distinction. 

 arsenal (noun) – array, range, line-up, collection 

of something (resources; weaponry). 

 arrow (noun) – weapon, resource. 

 tick all the boxes (phrase) – to fulfill all the 

requirements. 

 odd (adjective) – occasional, casual, irregular, 

isolated, incidental, random, sporadic. 

 flicker (noun) – a small sign/indication of 

something (that does not last very long); 

unsteady movement. 

 go through (phrasal verb) – undergo, experience, 

be subjected to, endure, withstand, put up with, 

cope with. 

 transition (noun) – change, transformation. 

 afresh (adverb) – anew, over again, once more. 

 veteran (noun) – (long-serving) expert, seasoned, 

mature, established/experienced (person in an 

area of activity). 

 sustenance (noun) – means of support, support. 

 spark (noun) – spirit, vitality, fire, zeal. 

 seek (verb) – try, aim, attempt. 

 vengeance (noun) – revenge, retribution, 

retaliation. 

 swagger (noun) – confidence, self-assurance, 

pride, bravado. 

 a distant memory (phrase) – something that 

occurred a long time ago. 

 carve one’s own (phrase) – to successfully create 

something of oneself. 

 quotient (noun) – amount of a particular 

specified quality/characteristic. 
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